Jan must include some specific information,because the training is about safety. However, mandatory trainings can be boring. She could change her approach by adding some adult education elements without creating the dreaded "touchy feely" trainings that have sent many a leery learner fleeing. Some specific adult education elements are listed in the Sidebar.
So, how specifically might Jan work these ideas into her safety training? She could approach two of the forklift drivers and ask them to lead the next training session (expanding trust). The first step is collectively creating a plan for the training. The drivers might be encouraged to think about the safety errors they were aware of making and create stories related to those experiences (honoring stories). In preparation, the drivers should review the safety information and think about some practical questions (reflection), such as:
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• When driving a forklift downhill, should the forks face up or down?
• What is the maximum weight that can be placed on the front of a forklift?
Jan can work with the drivers, increasing their confidence in their teaching role. Together Jan and the drivers can prepare a safety quiz based on the lessons, with the playful caveat that the two drivers with the lowest scores will be the teachers for the next safety session (seeking humor and play).
Through this modified approach to offering the safety training, Jan, too, can clarify her personal assumptions about adult teaching and learning (uncovering assumptions). She might identify her adult educational beliefs as:
• We are all teachers and all learners.
• Much of what we need to know, we already know, but do not realize we know.
• There are many viable ways of knowing, including intellectual, emotional, aesthetic, tacit, and spiritual.
• Learning is both an individual and a group process. It involves periods of reflection and action. Silence in the classroom can be a positive thing.
• Each of us is responsible for our own learning.
• Learning must be continuous in the world where constant change is the norm.
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